
Tips for Parents by Susie Kohl 

Making Summer a Season of Discovery  
MBARK ON NEW PATHS of family discovery this summer that will enhance your whole 

year. Summer invites us to expand our days, soften our routines, and carve out the quality 

family time that may elude us during other seasons. Many families set aside a block of 

time and money to spend time together on vacation. To get the real rewards of summer, think in 

innovative terms to change the everydayness of your family life.  

Start by brainstorming summer priorities in a family meeting. One mother begins the season 

by gathering her family to create a summer wish list—experiences they want to share in the 

next months. This year her five-year-old said he wants the family to explore a cave. He’s never 

seen one so they are looking for a cave within driving distance. “We might not do everything 

on our list,” Mom says enthusiastically, “but we’re definitely looking into the ‘cave.’” Making 

a list keeps the potentials of summer in our consciousness.  

Turn food into an ongoing project—culinary science. With longer evenings, set up a family 

cooking night. You can choose an interesting food to explore. For example, how many dishes 

can we make using tomatoes? Or simply try a new recipe. Recently I visited an eight-year-old 

who was excitedly grinding seeds with her family for a meal with many fun courses.  

Preschoolers love to help in the kitchen, and designating a specific night for cooking builds 

anticipation and comfort. Part of the learning might be finding out about what foods are grown 

locally, or going on an occasional “picking” field trip. A friend of mine started allowing his son 

to create a menu and help cook it one night a week when he was about 10. Today the son is a 

well-known chef who owns his own restaurant. 

What about a family book club or weekly class? Each person can take turns “teaching” others 

about a subject that interests him. A five-year-old in our class loves saying that he’s an expert in 

dinosaurs. He often shares his latest insights with our whole class at Circle time. At our pre-

school science fair one year, a young boy lectured to a rapt audience of about 30 adults and chil-

dren on various kinds of insects while turning the pages of an insect book.  

Families can plan other helping/sharing projects—a neighborhood toy exchange, helping an 

older person with cleaning or gardening. 

If we lead busy lives all year, it’s important to view summer as a time of surplus energy—energy 

for our families and a feeling that we have time for others. Summer opens its arms to nurture our 

family togetherness, and it’s up to us to run toward its relaxing embrace and actually put our 

ideas for family fun into action.   
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